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PHSI assignment with DSC messages

*Giovanni Maggi – Siemens Networks*

**Problem Statement**

If more than 2 PHS rules are included in DSC-REQ in case of MS initiated DSC, MS can’t map the PHSI to the corresponding PHS Rules because BS sent only PHSIs in DSC-RSP. MS should assign PHSI in case of MS-initiated DSC.

**Proposed Remedy**

*Add additional text as follows:*

```
--------------------- Begin ---------------------------------
Section 5.2.3 PHS, fourth paragraph
Replace sentence
The BS shall assign all PHSI values just as it assigns all CID values
With
The BS shall assign all PHSI values just as it assigns all CID values, except for MS initiated DSC message
.
--------------------- End ---------------------------------
```

*Add additional text as follows:*

```
--------------------- Begin ---------------------------------
Section 5.2.3.2 PHS signaling, 6th line
Replace sentence
The BS shall define the PHSI when the PHS Rule is created.
With:
The BS shall define the PHSI when the PHS Rule is created, except for MS initiated DSC message
.
--------------------- End ---------------------------------
```
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